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Abstract

Screencast tutorials are videos created by people to teach how to use software applications or demonstrate procedures for accomplishing tasks. It is very popular for both novice and experienced users to learn new skills, compared to other tutorial media such as text, because of the visual guidance and the ease of understanding. In this paper, we propose visual understanding of screencast tutorials as a new research problem to the computer vision community. We collect a new dataset of Adobe Photoshop video tutorials and annotate it with both low-level and high-level semantic labels. We introduce a bottom-up pipeline to understand Photoshop video tutorials. We leverage state-of-the-art object detection algorithms with domain specific visual cues to detect important events in a video tutorial and segment it into clips according to the detected events. We propose a visual cue reasoning algorithm for two high-level tasks: video retrieval and video captioning. We conduct extensive evaluations of the proposed pipeline. Experimental results show that it is effective in terms of understanding video tutorials. We believe our work will serves as a starting point for future research on this important application domain of video understanding.

1. Introduction

Video is the dominant modality which people use to consume content and share experiences, thanks to ubiquitous personal computing devices, mobile cameras, video sharing websites, and social media. Among all the different types of video, screencast tutorial video is of special interests. It is a video screen capture created and edited by a human educator for the purpose of teaching the use of a software feature or demonstrating a procedure for solving a problem. In some cases, screen capture videos may be augmented with audio narrations and captions to make it easy for people to understand. Screencast tutorial video is becoming increasingly popular for both novice and experienced users to learn new skills and therefore for people to create and share. For instance, Youtube, one of the many video sharing sites, offers over 45 million videos related to Adobe Photoshop and over 12 million videos related to Microsoft Word. Algorithms for understanding screencast tutorials can enable many interesting applications ranging from video retrieval and recommendation based on content analysis to video synthesis for new tutorial content. Furthermore, they can help extract expert knowledge embedded in screencast tutorials and build artificial intelligence systems to perform complex tasks.

In this work, we consider the problem of understanding screencast tutorial video. Our ultimate goal is that given a video tutorial which typically ranges between 5 to 20 minutes long and may or may not contain a audio narration or a caption, we want to understand the actions the user performed, the specific tools and workflow she used, and the eventual goal she accomplished. We are interested in tasks such as dividing a video into semantic segments (temporal video segmentation), summarizing a video into a text description (video captioning) and retrieving related videos from a database given a text query (video retrieval). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the screencast tutorial video understanding problem is considered in the Computer Vision community. To facilitate research activities in this area, we collect a large-scale screencast tutorial dataset on Adobe Photoshop and will share the dataset with the community. We focus on Adobe Photoshop for two reasons. First, Adobe Photoshop is one of the most popular software. It is used not just for image editing, but for
all kinds of graphic designs, even web and mobile designs. Second, it is the software with rich and diverse video tutorial content. As we discuss in Section 7, algorithms for understanding Photoshop tutorials can be extended to other applications and it is an important first step toward understanding general screencast tutorial video.

Understanding screencast tutorial video is a highly challenging task. For a modern software application such as Adobe Photoshop, there are virtually an unlimited number of ways in which a user can interact with the application. For instance, a user can invoke a command (action) through the application menu, the context menu, the tool bar, or buttons in various panels and windows. Each interaction has a very different visual pattern. One may think of tracking the mouse cursor and using the location information to assist the analysis, but it turns out that mouse cursor tracking is not a solved problem due to the small object size and fast movement (easily tens of pixels in adjacent frames). There are also “global” appearance changes such as canvas movement and opening of another application that may challenge an algorithm. Finally, there are potential mouse and keyboard effects which are purely “ornament” but can easily degrade the performance of a machine learning algorithm.

To address these challenges, in this paper we propose a two-stage bottom-up pipeline to understand screencast video. In the first stage, i.e., the low-level stage, we temporally segment a video into short clips based on the occurrences of a set of low-level operations, which are often correlated to important state changes in a software. In the case of Photoshop (and a lot of other software as well), we consider three types of operations: select a tool, operate a popup window, and operate a pop-up panel. To capture these events, we build computer vision modules to detect and recognize relevant visual cues. A video is segmented at the boundaries of these operations. In the second stage, i.e., the high-level stage, the goal is to learn a correlation between low-level signals and high-level intentions. To this end, we design a scalable data collection and annotation pipeline to crowdsourced natural language descriptions from Photoshop experts. The data we collect supports a range of research explorations in this problem. As shown in Figure 1, the content and text description within our dataset are very different from existing common video datasets [4, 35, 42, 45], which further demonstrates the uniqueness of our target problem. To better encode these unique content, we further propose a visual cue reasoning model that considers the correlations between different visual cues and video frames. It can be embedded into existing retrieval and video captioning methods so that they are more applicable for screencast tutorials.

Main contributions of our paper are as follows: 1. We propose visual understanding of screencast tutorial video as a new research problem for the computer vision community to explore. It is a challenging video understanding problem but of significant practical importance. 2. We collect a new screencast tutorial video dataset on Adobe Photoshop. The dataset contains both low-level and high-level human annotations that support a range of research explorations in this area. 3. We propose a novel pipeline to understand Photoshop tutorial video that combines low-level temporal video segmentation and high-level text-to-video retrieval and video captioning. 4. We propose a visual cue reasoning model for text-to-video retrieval and video captioning tasks on this new dataset, which proves that the whole pipeline takes a meaningful step towards understanding screencast tutorials.

2. Related Work

Video understanding is one of the most important topics in Computer Vision. We make no attempt to review all the related works in this paper. Instead, we reference the works related to our methods in the individual sections and focus our discussion on video datasets and tutorial understanding. Large-scale labeled video datasets are one of the main driving forces behind recent developments in video understanding. It is still an active research area where new datasets are being introduced. HMDB [23] and UCF [39] are among the early video datasets on understanding general human actions and they serve the community well. They are followed by Sports-1M [18] and ActivityNet [4] and more recently by Kinetics [19] and Moments [31] with many more videos and more action classes. These datasets are collected starting from a list of labels and searching on video sites for related videos. A different approach is taken in [13] where videos are collected before being analyzed and annotated. Our data collection methodology follows the latter approach and focuses on screencast tutorials. Tutorial or instruction video understanding is not a new problem in the domain of cooking, where several related datasets have been collected including [2, 9, 30, 35, 37, 40, 41]. Our work differs from all aforementioned ones in that it focuses on screencast tutorials which are very different from videos filmed by cameras (see Figure 1 for examples). They pose unique challenges and at the same time offer new research opportunities.

Existing works in screencast tutorials are mainly in the HCI literature [7, 14–16, 20, 33] and the multimedia community [11, 24, 47]. [24, 47] focus on the system design and cover research in capture systems, content analysis and content delivery, so that lecture videos can be effectively accessed by users in an e-learning system. [20] proposes an interactive video player that effectively displays step descriptions and intermediate thumbnails in the video timeline. [15] extracts video clips from live-streamed software tutorials with software log data and recommends clips based on user behavior. These HCI works on screencast tutorials focus on enhancing the learning experience (system and interface design) and require key content information from
external data (e.g., software log data). This significantly limits the applicability to the vast amount of existing screen-cast tutorials, such as those on Youtube. In comparison, our work focuses on visual understanding of tutorial video and does not require external data.

3. A Bottom-Up Understanding Pipeline

Screen-cast tutorials often consist of user actions with various low-level operations in a software, such as using different tools, windows, panels, etc. These low-level operations together form a complex workflow for accomplishing a high-level goal. For a professional software like Adobe Photoshop, there are many low-level operations as well as high-level tasks, which makes parsing and understanding challenging. We propose a two-stage bottom-up pipeline to deal with screen-cast tutorials, as shown in Figure 2.

**Low-level Stage.** We start by defining a set of low-level operations that are informative for inferring high-level tasks, which usually indicate important state changes when using a software. As shown in Figure 2, in the case of Photoshop, the low-level operations fall into three major categories: selecting a tool, operating on a pop-up window, and operating on a pop-up panel. We build computer vision modules to detect and recognize corresponding visual cues to capture these low-level events.

With the detected low-level events, we further temporally partition a video into segments, where the boundary of each segment aligns with the occurrence of an event. Note that, the design of our low-level pipeline can be generalized to other software with a customized definition of visual cues. The details of this level-low understanding stage are described in Section 5.

**High-level Stage.** Given segments from the previous stage, our ultimate goal is to understand the high-level task being performed in each segment as well as the entire video. This work focuses on understanding the semantics in segmented video clips, which aligns with the setting of most existing video understanding work. In order to achieve this, we collect a large-scale tutorial video dataset with high-quality annotations from design experts, and train various models that can automatically parse new videos. For each video segment, we ask a professional Photoshop user to annotate the corresponding task/intention. We design the annotation task to be scalable and cost-effective, so that a large amount of human labels can be collected from crowdsourcing platforms such as Upwork [1]. With the collected dataset, we build machine learning models for two major video understanding applications: text-to-video retrieval and video captioning. The data collection and model training are detailed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

4. The Photoshop Tutorial Video Dataset

In this section, we describe the details of our data collection and annotation procedures for Photoshop tutorial videos. The data to collect should support the study of both low-level and high-level tasks as shown in Figure 2. Our dataset construction is designed to be general enough to be applied on other software with complex workflow.

**Obtain high-quality tutorial videos.** We start with collecting a large set of tutorial videos from YouTube by searching queries containing keywords such as “Photoshop” and “tutorial.” This results in an extremely large number of diverse videos with varying quality. In order to obtain a high-quality dataset with a manageable scale, we only keep videos that are uploaded after the year of 2012, longer than 3 minutes, featuring HD resolution (1280×720 or higher), and watched at least 1000 times. This filtering step removes the majority of irrelevant videos, but some hard negatives still remain. For instance, a recording of a Photoshop lecture where a teacher gives a verbal lesson without showing the software screen. In order to deal with this challenge and obtain tutorial videos with screen shots of the target software as the main contents, We design a semi-automatic filtering approach by leveraging the visual cue detection and recognition modules described in Section 5. These modules are trained on a small set of human-annotated screen-cast videos, and can reliably indicate the presence of a Photoshop screen in each frame of any unlabeled video. We eliminate all the videos with a small percentage of frames detected to contain these visual cues. Additionally, we remove videos with very few tool or action changes.

**Low-level annotation for temporal segmentation.** Annotations for temporal segmentation boundaries are needed to verify the proposed temporal segmentation method in
the low-level processing stage. The ground truth annotations indicate the frames with low-level visual cue changes: changing of selected tool, opening and closing of pop-up windows and panels. However, it is too expensive to exclusively annotate all the segmentation boundaries which requires careful inspection of each frame. Again, we use a semi-automated approach leveraging the visual cue detection modules described in Section 5. We run visual cue detection on all the frames and select a subset of frames whose detection scores of any cue change significantly from the adjacent frames. These detected frames together with their adjacent frames are further reviewed by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to determine whether there is a corresponding visual cue change and where is exactly the frame showing the change. We take the consensus of multiple workers on each segment as the final annotation, and verify the labelling quality of each worker with a small number of data with known labels. More details are in Section 6.1.

**High-level annotation for semantics.** Given the segmented tutorial clips, we are interested in understanding the goal or obtaining the high-level description. Expert knowledge is needed in this case to acquire reliable annotations. We employ expert Photoshop users from Upwork and build a web-based data annotation tool particularly for this task. This tool loads each video in a web page and displays the video as temporal segments detected in the low-level step. More details about this annotation interface are included in the supplementary material. Annotators are required to provide concise text descriptions and key words for each segment. In practice, we find this combination of web-based labeling tools and online expert annotator hiring to be scalable and cost-effective. In the end, we are able to label 13,856 video segments within 3 weeks with 4K dollars.

**Dataset Statistics.** Our collected Photoshop Video Tutorial dataset, abbreviated as PsTuts, is the first screencast video dataset with high-level task annotations to the best of our knowledge. In Table 1, we compare PsTuts with a few standard video recognition datasets as well as existing video tutorial datasets for other domains, including MPII Cooking [37], YouCook [9], TACoS [35]. Our dataset is the only one focusing on screencast video of software and has a comparable scale compared to other datasets.

We show a summary of statistics of the PsTuts dataset in Figure 3. The frequency of most commonly selected tools are shown on the left. Screencast tutorials from the web show a heavily unbalanced distribution over all the tools. The distribution of video clip length in our dataset is shown in the middle. Most clips have length between 2 to 30 seconds. The right of Figure 3 shows the word cloud of text descriptions in our dataset, where we can see the most commonly used words are quite different from those used for general videos [4, 36, 45].

### 5. Method

**Visual cue detection and recognition.** First, we apply an object detection algorithm to localize the low-level visual cues for tool icons and pop-up windows/panels on each frame of Photoshop tutorial videos. Considering the importance of context information in this problem, we use YOLO [34] instead of proposal-based detectors. To reduce labeling effort, we take an active learning strategy which starts with a small number of labeled examples and then test it on an unlabeled data set. Only the instances with low confidence scores are annotated and merged into the previous training set. As we repeat retraining the model with the combined dataset, the robustness of the model gradually improves and eventually converges. The total number of training frames through the iterations was only 1000 for each visual cue.

After localizing the visual cues, we recognize the selected tool on each frame to detect tool changes. To build a tool classifier, we collected training samples for all the tool
Algorithm 1 Temporal video segmentation on visual cues.

**Input**: Visual cue detection (for pop-up panels/windows) and recognition (for tools) results \( \{ r_1, r_2, ..., r_n \} \) with confidence scores \( \{ s_1, s_2, ..., s_n \} \) for each of the \( n \) frames.

**Output**: Segmentation boundary set \( B \).

1. for frame \( i = k + 1 \) to \( n - k - 1 \) do
   2. \( \hat{r}_i = \text{mode}\{ r_{i-k}, ..., r_i, ..., r_{i+k} \} \);
   3. Initialize \( L = 0 \), \( B = \{ \} \);
   4. for frame \( i = 2 \) to \( n \) do
      5. \( L_i = 1 \)
      6. if \( \hat{r}_i \neq \hat{r}_{i-1} \) and \( s_i > \varepsilon \) and \( L > \sigma \) then
         7. \( B = B \cup i \) and \( L = 0 \)

Temporal video segmentation. A whole video is segmented into a sequence of clips according to the temporal consistency and the reliability of the visual cues. Algorithm 1 describes our segmentation algorithm based on the detected pop-up panels/windows and the recognized tools. We first smooth the detection and recognition results \( \{ r_i \} \) with a temporal window of length \( 2k \) to filter out outlier results. The final segmentation boundary set \( B \) is selected from the change points of the smoothed recognition results with minimal confidence score \( \varepsilon \) and minimal segment length \( \sigma \). We set \( k = 2 \), \( \varepsilon = 8 \), \( \sigma = 60 \) in our experiments.

Visual Cue Reasoning (VCR) for High-level Tutorial Understanding. For high-level tutorial understanding tasks, we focus on tutorial clip retrievals for given text queries and caption generation for given tutorial videos. We build a compound feature descriptor based on visual cue reasoning to represent tutorial video clips. As shown in Fig. 4, besides the generic CNN feature of raw video frames \( V \), the following visual cues are encoded in the video descriptor: the CNN features from the local regions of pop-up windows or panels; and the one-hot vector of selected tool category. These cues are important to characterize the user state in each video clip. Each of them is transformed to a D-dimensional embedding space via fully connected layers.

Considering the semantic correlations between frames, we do temporal reasoning on these cue features across frames. Specifically, for each kind of visual cue, we measure the pairwise affinity between features of different frames \( F = \{ f_1, ..., f_n \}, f_i \in \mathbb{R}^D \) in an embedding space to obtain the correlations via Eq. 1.

\[
A(f_i, f_j) = e^{\varphi(f_i)^T \phi(f_j)},
\]

where \( \varphi(f_i) = W_r v_i \) and \( \phi(f_j) = W_\phi f_j \) are two mapping functions. Parameters \( W_r \) and \( W_\phi \) can be learned via back propagation.

Then we construct a fully-connected graph \( G = (F, A) \), where \( F \) acts as the node set and affinity matrix \( A \) acts as the edge set. Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [22] are applied to perform reasoning on this fully-connected graph. Each node’s response is obtained according to its neighbors defined by the graph relations. Residual connections [17, 27, 38] are applied to the GCN as in Eq. 2.

\[
F^*_r = F_r + (AFW_g)W_r[i,:],
\]

where \( W_r \) is the parameter of the residual structure and \( W_g \) is the weight matrix of the GCN layer. The output \( F^*_r = \{ f^*_1, ..., f^*_n \}, f^*_i \in \mathbb{R}^D \) is the relationship enhanced representation. We learn such a residual-GCN model for each visual cue \( c \) except for cue \( T \) because the selected tool is the same for different frames within each video clip.

We further generate the final representation for tutorial videos considering the correlations between different visual cues. This is achieved by attention learning on different cue representations. For each visual cue \( c \), we do average-pooling across frames on \( F^*_r \) (on \( F \) for cue \( T \)) to get cue representation \( R_c \). Then we build up a fully-connected graph, where cue representation set \( R \) acts as the node set and its affinity matrix acts as the edge set. We can perform similar process as Eq. 1 and 2 on these cue representations to
Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of the temporal segmentation. AMT quality is ensured by randomly including samples that already have ground-truth labels. Precision reflects the true positive rate and recall measures how likely the model may miss ground-truth segmentation boundaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual cue used</th>
<th>AMT quality</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pop-up window</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop-up panel</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected tool</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation results of the text-to-video clip retrieval performances on the test set of PsTuts dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>R@1</th>
<th>R@5</th>
<th>R@10</th>
<th>MedR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEE (V) [29]</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN (V) [25]</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSE++ (V) [12]</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours-S (V)</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V)</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T MEE</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T SCAN</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T VSE++</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (P+T)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+T MEE</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+T SCAN</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+T VSE++</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V+T)</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P MEE</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P SCAN</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P VSE++</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V+P)</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P+T MEE</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P+T SCAN</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P+T VSE++</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours-S (V+P+T)</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V+P+T)</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to evaluate retrieval recall with limited manual annotation, we also generate a negative set for each visual cue with the most likely segmentation boundaries that our model may miss. Whereas, the most likely negative segmentation boundaries that our model may miss. We employ AMT Turkers to annotate whether there is a corresponding visual cue change at each of the segment boundary by reviewing the adjacent frames before and after the boundary. To measure Turkers' labeling quality, we also include 400 additional segmentation boundaries that are manually annotated by the authors with high confidence. The entire 4K segments are presented in random order for multiple rounds. The quantitative evaluation results in Table 2 show that our method can guarantee a decent segmentation quality that supports further high-level understanding tasks. Our final segmentation boundaries used for high-level tasks are obtained by combining the segmentation results from all three visual cues.

6. Experiments

In this part, we first design experiments to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed visual-cue-based temporal video segmentation method. Then, we conduct text-to-tutorial video retrieval and tutorial video captioning experiments on our PsTuts Dataset.

6.1. Temporal Video Segmentation

We randomly select 800 video samples from Photoshop tutorial videos obtained from the Youtube as described in Section 4, and run our temporal video segmentation model on these videos based on each of the proposed visual cue.
Figure 5: Examples of text-to-video clip retrieval results. “GT video rank” represents the rank of the ground-truth clip in the retrieved results for each input query. (a) shows correct results across different objects and operations; and (b) presents failure cases mainly due to too-high-level queries or non-visual user actions.

in the first $k$ retrieved videos and the MedR (lower is better) indicates the median rank of the ground truth video.

**Implementation details.** For the video feature, we equidistantly sample 30 frames from each video and extract 2048-dimensional ResNet-152 [17] feature for each frame. We augment the video feature with the visual-cue-based descriptors in the same way as described in Section 5. We use a 2048-dimensional zero vector if there are no windows or panels detected in a frame and compute the 39-dimensional selected tool feature. For the model training, we use the Adam optimizer [21] to train the model with 40 epochs. We start training with learning rate 0.0002 for 20 epochs, and then lower the learning rate to 0.00002 for the rest 20 epochs. Following [25], we obtain results from two trained VCR models by averaging their predicted similarity scores. Single model results are noted as “Ours-S”.

**Quantitative Results and Analysis.** We show results for the proposed method as well as state-of-the-art retrieval models with different input features in Table 3. “V”, “P” and “T” represent using visual feature of the entire frame, feature of the pop-up window or panel and one-hot vector encoding for the selected tool respectively. Taking only the visual feature of entire frame as input is the standard setting in general video understanding [4, 37, 45]. It could retrieve some reasonable tutorial videos for the given text descriptions. However, the median rank of ground truth videos is around 50 on the testing set. The reason behind is that the whole frame of a screencast tutorial video includes too much complex information. Some of the information could be redundant or distracting for understanding the user action as described by query text.

From Table 3 we also find that adding extra information from visual cues contributes to better retrieval performance. “V+P+T” models achieve the best results with a big improvement over “V” only. This proves that our visual cues capture key information representing user actions and tutorial content, which effectively helps to learn a better text-to-tutorial video embedding. Besides, the proposed method can improve upon the existing cross–modal retrieval methods, which shows the strength of visual cue reasoning.

**Qualitative Results.** As shown in Figure 5, our “V+P+T” model can retrieve correct tutorial clips involving various objects and operations for the given text description. However, given descriptions for some general operations, the model may retrieve multiple clips that can match well, resulting in a high rank of the ground-truth clip. Besides, the model can not well handle queries for user actions that lead to imperceptible visual effects and are hard to infer according to current visual cues.

### Table 4: Quantitative evaluation results of the video captioning model performances on the test set of PsTuts dataset. All values are reported in percentage (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>B@1</th>
<th>B@2</th>
<th>B@3</th>
<th>B@4</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2VT (V)</td>
<td>26.86</td>
<td>17.17</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>26.29</td>
<td>90.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2VT,att (V)</td>
<td>27.82</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td>112.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V)</td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td>20.23</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>30.45</td>
<td>117.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T S2VT</td>
<td>22.03</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>28.67</td>
<td>100.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T S2VT,att</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>10.91</td>
<td>27.87</td>
<td>100.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (P+T)</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>29.05</td>
<td>104.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P S2VT</td>
<td>29.19</td>
<td>19.51</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>29.44</td>
<td>111.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P S2VT,att</td>
<td>29.34</td>
<td>19.98</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>30.73</td>
<td>122.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V+P)</td>
<td>30.95</td>
<td>21.58</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>13.02</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>32.08</td>
<td>126.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+T S2VT</td>
<td>30.16</td>
<td>20.99</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>30.71</td>
<td>121.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+T S2VT,att</td>
<td>31.31</td>
<td>21.59</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>32.18</td>
<td>128.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V+T)</td>
<td>32.38</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>17.35</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>33.27</td>
<td>136.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P+T S2VT</td>
<td>31.13</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>13.93</td>
<td>15.01</td>
<td>32.42</td>
<td>129.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+P+T S2VT,att</td>
<td>32.29</td>
<td>22.31</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>13.78</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>33.13</td>
<td>133.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (V+P+T)</td>
<td>32.63</td>
<td>23.42</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>16.06</td>
<td>33.92</td>
<td>145.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the captioning performance, we use standard metrics including BLEU [32], METEOR [10], ROUGE-L [28] and CIDEr [43] with the codes released by [6]. We apply the same preprocessing as in Section 6.2 to obtain visual cue features.
Do not hallucinate.
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